
Surface area of prisms

To make a tube in the shape of a triangular prism, with
dimensions as given below, what should be the area ofthe
paperrequired?

For that we should visualize how it would look ifit is cut and
laid flaL

It is a rectangle, isn't it? And to find the area ofpaper, we
need only find out the area ofthis rectangle. It can be found
as

(4+5+6)x8-15x8=120

Thus to make such a prism we need 1 20 square centimetres
ofpaper.

Prism yiew

Have you seen a kaleidoscope? It is a
triangular prism made with three
rectangular pieces of glass.

If coloured bits of glass and beads are
placed on one side and ifwe look through
the other end, we see beautiful
geometrical shapes formed by multiple
reflections. It is not difficult to make one.
See the web-page:

wwwkaleidoscopeusa.com\\makeAscope.htnl
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Area and volume

A rectangular sheet of paper of area

50 square centimetres is folded in four
to make a rectangular prism (with both

sides open).

To make a rectangular prism with base

edges halfofthis and double its height,
how much paper would we need?

On the other hand, to make a prism with
base edges double and height half, how
much paper would we need?

What is the relation between the
volumes ofthese three prisms?

Here what we found is the lateral surface area ofa triangular
prism, isn't it? Lr this computation, 4 + 5 + 6 is the perimeter

ofits base and 8 is its height. So, the lateral surface area was

lorurd by multiplying the base perimeter by the height.

This is fue for any triangular prism: ifwe denote the lengths

ofsides as a, b, c and the height as ft, then as in our example,

we can compute the lateral surface area as (a + b + c)h,

right?

Thus the lateral surface arca ofa triangular prism is the product

of its base perimeter and height. We have seen in Class 8

that this is true for rectangular pdsms also. (See the section,

Without base ofthe lesson, Prisms in the Class 8 textbook.)

What ifthe base is a quaddlateral which is not a rectangle?
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In this case also, we find the lateral surface area is

=(a+b+c+eh
= base perimeter x height

Can't we find the lateral surface area ofany prism like this?

The lateral surface area of any prism is equal to
the product of its base perimeter and height.

To find the surface area ofa closed prism, we need only add

double the base area to the Iateral surface area computed as

above. (See the picture above.)
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How to cut?

From a square sheet of paper of sides

1 metre, six squares as shown below are

cut out to make a cube.

What is its surface area and what is its
volume?

What if we cut like this?

Is there any other cut which would give
a still larger cube?

A wooden triangular prism with base equilateral is 4

centimehes high and its lateral surface area is 48 sqr.nre

centimetres. Six ofthem are put together to lorm a

hexagonal prism as shown below:

What is its surface area?

In any prism, the lateral surface area divided by the

height gives the base perimeter, right? So, for our

triangular prism, the base perimeter is 48 + 4 = 12

centimetres.

Since the base is an equilateral triangle, the perimeter

is thrice the length ofone side. So, the length ofone
side is 12 - 3 -4 centimetres.

So now, what can we say about the base of our

hexagonal prism?

a,os 4 on

4qn

The base perimeter of the hexagonal prism is
6x4=24centimetres.

Since the height ofthis prism is also 4 centimetres, its

lateral sur{ace area is 24 . 4 = 96 square cenlimetres.

Now let's compute the base area. The base is formed

by six equilateral triangles ofside 3 centimetres.

The area ol one such triangle is I , O = O,1,

square centimetres.
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So, the area of the hexagon is 6 x 4"5
= 24 JJ square centimetres.

Now we can find the surface area of the hexagonal
prism.

96 + (2 x 24J1) = 96 + 48J3 = 48(2 + .'6 )

Thus the surface area is 48(2 + .f ) square centime-

tres. Ifwe take 1.73 as the approximate value of JJ ,

thenthis would be about 179 square centimetres.

Now here are some problems for you:

. A solid triangular pdsm with equilateral base is
5 centimetres high and its base perimeter is
12 centimetres. Find its surface area.

. A water tank has two faces congnrent isosceles

trapeziums and the other faces rectangles. Its
dimensions are as shown below:

What would be the cost ofpainting its iruide and out at

the rate of75 rupees per square metre?

. Two identical prisms with base a right angled triangle
are j oined together to form a rectangular prism, as in
the picture below:

What is the surface area ofthis rectangular prism?

Tiiangle and trapezium

We have seen in Class 8 that a triangle
cut parallel lo any one side gives a

trapezium.

Suppose u e d ivide a triangu lar prism as

shown below?
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Uncha-nging area

Putting together 27 small cubes of side

i centimetre, we can make a large cube.

What is the surface area ofthe solid got

by removing one small cube from each

of its eight corners?

How many cubes can we remove like
this, without altering the surface area?

By removing cubes from other positior.ts,

can we increase the surface area?

Volume

We know that the volume of a rectangular prism can be

computed as the producl olits base area and height. (The

section. What's in a name? olthe lesson, Prisms in the

Class 8 textbook.)

Is this true for all prisms? First let's look at tiangular pdsms.

How about one with base a right angled triangle?

We canjoin an identical prism to this to get a rectangular

prism. (Remember how we made rectangles byjoining right

angled lriangles?)

Ifwe denote the base area olthe right angled triangle asl,
then the base area ofthe rectangular prism is 21. Also, its

height is the same as that of the triangular prism. Denoting it
by,4, the volume olthe rectangrilar pt''smis2Ah.

This is the voiume oftwo identical triangrlar prisms joined

together. So. the volume ofone triangular prism isli. That

is, the area ofthe triangle which lonns the basc multiplied by

the height.



The volume of any prism with a right angled
triangle as base is the product oJ the base area

ond the height.

Now what ifthe base is not a right angled triangle?

We can divide any triangle into two right angled triangles, by

drawing the perpendicular liom a vertex to the opposite side.

Also, by adding the areas ofthese right angled triangles, we

get the area ofthe original triangle.

Like this, any triangulm prism can be divided into two prisms

with right angled triangles as bases.

By adding the volumes ofthe two smaller prisms, we get the

volume ofthe original prism.

Denoting the base area of the original prism as I , and B and

C as the base areas ofthe smaller prisms got by division, we

have A = B + C. All these prisms have the same height.

Denoting it by ft, the sum ofthe volumes ofthe smaller prisms

is

Bh+Ch=(B+C)h-Ah

and this is the volume ofthe original prism.

So, what do we get?

The volume ofany triangular prism is the product

of the base area and the height.

Area development

Remember our method of finding the
area of different figures?

We started with the areas of rectangles
with natural numbers as the lengths of
sides. We stacked squares of side 1

within such a rectangle and defined the
area as the number of such small
squares. It is the product ofthe lengths

ofthe sides. We later found that this is
true for rectangles with fractions as

lengths ofsides.

Then we found out the area of right
angled triangles with rational numbers as

lengths ofsides, by putting together two
such identical triangles to form a

rectangle.

Next, using the fact that any triangle can

be divided into two right angled triangles,

we found the area of any triangle with
rational numbers as lengths ofsides.

We now know that for a rectangle with
lengths ofsides irrational also, the area

is the product ofthese lengths. For such

triangles also, the area is halfthe product

of the length of a side and the altitude
from it. (We can also use Heron's
Formula.)

After this, we can find the area of any

polygon, since it can be split into triangles.

We follow the same path in finding the
volumes of prisms.
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Framework

Look at these pictures:

They show large cubes made by stacking
small cubes and also the frames of such
large cubes got by removing some small
cubes.

Find outthe number ofcubes used to form
the large cubc, the number of cubes in
the frame and the number of cubes
removed.

What are these numbers for a large cube
made of five small cubes in one layer?

Can you find polynomials which give
these numbers in general?
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Now the base olany prism is a polygon. We have also secn
that any polygon could be split into triangles and the ar.ea ol
the polygon is the sum ofthe areas ofthese triangles. (The
section, Areas oftriangles in the Iesson Areas.)

Similarly. we can divide any pr.ism into triangular prisms.

What do we know about the triangular prisms so obtained?

. the volume ofthe prism is the sum ofthe volumes of
these triangular prisms

. the volume ofeach such triangular prism is the product
of its base area and height

. the sum ofthe base areas ofthese triangular prisms is
equal to the base area ofthe original prism

. the height is the sarne forthesc triangular prisms

Using these facts, we can easily see that the volume of the
original prism is the product ofits base area and height.



So, what do we see?

ffi
fuly_The volume of any prism i.s rhe product of its
.[E bosn area and height.

.[J
Look at an example:

. The base ofa triangular prism has sides 13, 14 and 15

centimetres long and its height is 20 centimetres. What

is its volume?

We have seen in an earlier problem that the base area

ofthis prism is 84 square centimetres. The height is 20

centimetres. So, the volume is 84 x 20 = 1680 cubic

centimetres.

Now some problems for you:

. The base ofaprism is an equilateraltriangle ofperimeter

15 centimetres and its height is 5 centimetres. What is

its volume?

. A water tank in the shape ofa prism has isosceles

trapeziums as bases whose dimensions are shovrm

below.

The length of the tank is 80 centimetres. How many

litres ofwater can it contain?

In the school ground, there is a pit in the shape ofa
regular hexagon, to collect rain-water. Each side of
the pit is 2 metres long and the pit is 3 metres deep. It
contains water 1 metre high. How many litres is it?

A vessel is in the shape ofa square prism, with each

side ofthe base i 6 centimetres long. It contains water

10 centimetres high. If a cube of side 8 centimetres is

completely immersed in it, how high would the water

level rise?

Colour problem

A large rectangular block is made by
stacking a number of cubes of side 1

centimetre and its faces are painted.

When it is disassembled, 5 of the small
cubes are found to have no colour on
any of their faces. What was the volume
ofthe large cube?

A question in reverse: in a rectangular
block made like this, if the number of
cubes along the edges are x, y and z,

how many cubes would have no colour
on any oftheir faces?

50 cm



Number relations

We have noted in Class 5 that for a
rectangle with lengths ofsides 6 and 3,
the perimeter and the area are the same

numbers. There is another rectangle with
lengths of sides as natural numbers,
which has the same property. What are
its dimensions?

Now- among closed rectangular prisms
with dimensions all natural numbers,
there are some forwhich the volume and
surface area are equal numbers. For
example, a prism with dimensions 12, 6
and 4 has this property. Can you find
more?

. The volume ofa square prism is 3 600 cubic centimetres
and its base area is 144 square centimetres. What is
its suface area?

Cylinders

Prisms, as we have defined, are solids with a pair olcongruent
polygons on two ends and rectangles onthe sides. We also
have circular solids, usually as pillars and as various other
objects, some hollow, some solid.

These have circles on two ends; and ihe side

rectangles, but is a smoothly cuved surface.

caJled a cylinder .

The two circular ends ofa cylinder are called
case ofprisms; but instead oflateral surface.

curved surface ofa cylinder.

is not bent into

Such a solid is

bases, as in the

we usually say



By rolling a rectangular sheet ofpaper or metal, we can make

a cylindrical tube. On the other hand, by cutting a hollow
cylinder with both ends open, and stretching it flat, we get a

rcctangle.

The area ofthe curved surface ofthe cylinder is the area of
this rectangle. (We find the lateral surface area ofa prism

also like this, right?)

In the picture above, one side of the rectangle (got by

stretching out the cylinder) is the height ofthe cylinder. What

about the other side? Can't you see that it is the perimeter of
the circle forming the base ofthe cylinder?

So, what do we see about the curved surface area ofa cylinder?

$- fl. curved surJace areu of a cylinder is rhe

- u product of ir.s base perimeter und height.

Ji.,

Let's look at some examples.

. What is the area ofthe cuwed sruface ofa cylinder of
base radius 4 centimetres and height 10 centimetres?

Recall that the perimeter of a circle of radius 4 centimetres is

2 x n x 4 = 8n centimetres. To get the curved surface area

of the cylinder, we multiply this perimeter by the height ofthe
cylinder; that is, curved surface area is 8n x 10 - 80:i square

centimefes. If we take n * 3.1415, then we get this as

about 251 .32 square centimetres.

Now suppose we want the area ofthe entire sudace ofthis
cylinder? Then we would have to add the areas ofthe two
circles forming the bases also. We know that the area ofa
circle of radius 4 centimetres is n x 42 = 16r square

centimetres. So, the surface area is 80r + (2 x l6r) - I 12n

square centimetres. Taking the approximate value of n as

before, we get this as approximately 351.84 square

centimetres.

Volume difference

A rectangular sheet ofpaper oflength 6

centimefies and breadth 3 centimetres
is folded in four to make a square prism-
as shown below:

An identical sheet is folded in six to form
a prism with a regular hexagon as base,

as shown in these pictures:

Which has more volume?

What if such a sheet is rolled witbout
ing and made into a cylinder?



Stick in a box

How long can a stick be to fit into a given

rectangular box? Look at this picture:

The longest stick is the one placed thus,

isn't it?

If we know the dimensions of the box,

can we compute the lenglh ofthis stick?

Look at this picture:

This stick, the height ofthe box and the

base diagonal of the box make a right
angled triangle.

And there is another right angledtriangle,

made by the length and breadth of the

box and its base diagonal.

So, if we denote the length, breadth and

height of the box by r, /, z, then the

square ofthe base diagonal is x'z+ 1l, by
Plthagoras Theorem. And from the first
right angled triangle mentioned above, we

find the square ofthe length ofthe stick
as (x'?+ l) + 2'?. Thus the length ofthe

stick is

If the curved surface area and the base area of a
cylinder are to be equal, what should be the relation

between the base radius and height?

Denoting the base radius by r and the height by Z,

curved surface area= 2ltrh

base area = nr2

Ifthese are to be equal, we must have

2nrh : nr2

which gives

2h-r

Thus for a cylinder with height equal to halfthe base radius,

the areas ofthe curved surlace and base are equal.

Now can't you try these on your own?

. The inner diameter of a well is 2.5 metres and it is
8 metres deep. What would be the cost ofcementing

its inside from thetoptoadepth olZI meresarthe

rate of350 rupees per square metre?

. A road-roller is ofdiameter 80 centimetres and length

1 .2 metres. What is the area of ground levelled, as it
rolls once?
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The tent for an exhibition is as shown below, with a

half-cylinder on top ofa rectangular prism.

What is the cost ofmaking it, at the rate of 2000 rupees

per square metre.

Volume of a cylinder

We found that for a cylinder also, the curved surface area is

the product ofthe base perimeter and height, as in the case

ofprisms. Is the volume also likewise?

We found the area of a circle, using the idea that regular

polygons get closer and closer to a circle as the number of
sides is increased.

Similarly, for a prism with regular polygons as base, as the

number ofsides ofthe base is increased, it becomes closer

and closerto a cylinder, right?

In the pictures below, various prisms with regular polygons

as bases are shown within a cylinder.

As the number ofsides ofthe base is increased, the base gets

closer and closer to a circle; and the prism to a cylinder.

Closed cylinder

We can make a cylinder by rolling a
rectangular sheet of paper. To close its
ends, we need two circles also.

Consider a rectangle of sides
8 centimetres and 6 centimetres.
Suppose the the longer side is rolled to
make a cylinder. What is the radius of
the circles needed to close its ends?

What is the surface area ofthe cylinder
thus made?

Suppose the shorter side is rolled instead.

What is the radius of the circle? And
what is the surface area?
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Cyiinder cut

To make a closed cylinder, we need a

rectangle and lwo circles. The circles
must sr.rit the rectangle; in other words.
they should fit the top and bottom ofthe
cylinder made by rolling the rectangle.

Can we cutthe rectangle and circles from
the sarne sheet of paper? fo minimize
the loss of paper, we can try to cut as

shown below:

Can we cut a rectangle and two circles
like this, so as to make a closed cylinder?

If a rectangular sheet of sides 6

centimetres and 4 centimetres is to be

cut like this, what should be the lengths

ofthe sides ofthe rectangle cut out?

In what all different ways can such cuts

be made?

If we denote the base area ofa prism as P and its height as

ft, then its volume is Pft, right?As the number olsides is

increased, P gets closer and closer to the area C of the

circle. So, the volume ofthe prism gets closer and closer to

ch.

What do we see here?

The volume of a cylinder is the product of its
base area and height.

Let's look at some examples:

. What is the volume of a cylinder of base radius 4

centimetres and height 20 centimetres?

The area ofa circle is n times the square ofthe radius; so the

base area ofthe cylinder is n x 42 = 16r square centimetres.

And the height ofthe cylinder is I 0 centimetres. So, its volume

is 16n x 20 = 320n cubic centimetres.

. A block ofwood in the shape ofa square prism has

the sides of its base 10 centimetres long and it is 20

centimetres high. What is the volume olthe largest

cylinder that can be car-ved out from it?

The base ofsuch a cylinder is the largest circle that can be

drawn within the square base; and its height is the same as

the height ofthe block.
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Look at this picture:

Thr.rs the base diameter ofthe cylinder should be equal to the

length ofone side ofthe base ofthe block ofwood.

So, the base radius ofthe cylinder is 5 centimetres; ar.rd so its

base area is 25n square centimetres. Since the height is
20 centimetres, we get the volume as 25n x 20 = 500r
cubic centimetre s.

Now here are some problems lor you:

. A solid metal cylinder ofbase radius 15 centimetres

and height 32 centimetres is melted down and recast

into a cylinder ofbase radius 20 centimetres. What is

the height ofthis cylinder?

. A solid metal cylinder is ofbase radius 18 centimetres

and height 40 centimetres. By melting th:is down, how

many cylinders ofbase radius 2 centimetres and height

5 centimetres can be made?

. The base radii oftwo cylinders ofthe same height are

in the ratio 3 : 4. What is the ratio of their volumes?

i

Prisms

Rain math

After a rainlall, the volume of rainwater
received in each region is proporlional to
the area ofthe region. Thus, for example,

if 50 litres of rain-water falls in an area

ofone square metre, then the amount that
falls in two square metres is 100 litres.

The actual amounts depend on the
intensity ofrainfall, butthe proportion will
be maintained. So- by dividing the volume
ofrain-water recejred in a small region
by the area of that region, we get a
measure of the intensity of rain-fall.

Now suppose we keep vessels of
different base areas in rain. The volume
ofwater collected in each, divided by the

base area gives the same number, as

explained above. But recalling our
computation of the volumes of prisms, we
see that this number is the height ofthe
water level. Thus in all the vessels, the
water level would be the same. And this
height indicates the intensiq ofrhe rain-
fall.

It is on the basis of this idea that the
intensity of rain-fall is specified in
millimetres and centimetres. Using this,
we can compute the achlal volume ofrain
water received in a place, ifwe know its
area.



How to cut-Solution

(See page 198)

The base radii of two cylinders are in the ratio 2 : 3

and their heights are in the ratio 5 : 4 . What is the ratio
oftheir volumes?

The volume of the first cylinder is 720 cubic
centimetres. What is the volume ofthe second?

Two rectangular sheets, each ofsides 10 centimetres

and 6 centimetres are rolled to form cylinders, one

along the longer edge and the other along the shorter

edge, to make two cylindrical cans. Which has the

larger capacity?
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